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ABOUT US
Established in 2020, we are situated in the town of
Meyerton in South Africa - the hub of the steel industry.
Collectively, the JTC team have more than 100 years’
experience in the design, supply and installation of steel
and other buildings.
We have designed and executed large-scale projects in
over twelve countries, including some of Africa’s most
remote areas such as Lukoto in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo and Rwanda.

WHAT WE OFFER
From start to finish, trust our team of specialists at JTC
Building Systems to dilligently execute your projects.
Our all-in-one solution includes design, supply and on-site
installation of pre-engineered building (PEB) systems and
hybrid structural steel buildings.
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Rely on in-house structural engineers and experienced
project managers that will ensure efficient design and
execution of projects.
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Experience attention to detail and peace of mind
while your projects are executed successfully.
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Count on our experienced team who has successfully
executed PEB structures in more than twelve countries.

Witness logistical expertise in delivery to remote areas
using state-of-the-art facilities.

OUR SERVICES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
We design according to internationally developed codes and standards and ensure that our
designs comply with local regulations applicable to the project location. We have successfully
designed and overseen the installation of several structures with clear spans exceeding 70 m in
various locations.

Main structural engineering services
Design and analyses of PEB structures
Conventional steel buildings | Gantry crane systems | Multi-story steel framed buildings |
Modular buildings | Mining structures | Surface beds | Processing plants | Concrete foundations |
Composite floor slabs

Structural detailing of steel structures and foundations

FABRICATION/SUPPLY
We have 12 000 m2 of undercover fabrication facilities that are serviced by more than 30
overhead cranes to ensure ample fabrication capacity. All facilities comply with ISO 9001: 2015
and SAIW requirements. Painting of structures is in accordance with client requirements.

Main fabrication equipment
Three high definition plasma cutting machines | Peddinghaus CNC drilling line | Three CNC
angle iron workers | Press brakes for bending of plates UP to 16 mm thick and 12 500 mm long |
Automated submerged arc welding lines | Plate girder assembly lines

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Our experience in design, fabrication, supply, and installation of projects in more than twelve
countries, enables us to meet our client’s objectives through detailed planning, execution and
control. We address risks and solve problems at an early stage of the project life cycle by
maintaining clear communication with all relevant stakeholders.

Main project management services
Development of production schedule and logistical planning | Production sequencing and
assigning resources | Management of cost- and time related fabrication activities | Tracking
of production activities | Sequencing of material | On-site contract management | Delivery to
site | On-site time- and budget management | Project reporting

TRANSPORTATION
Our team has transported thousands of tons of PEB structures and its components to the most
remote locations and sites on the African continent using both land transport and ocean freight.
Our detailed logistical planning, sequencing and loading of material ensures successful delivery
to site, which allows continuous progress on your project.

Additional tracking
Constant tracking of parts from fabrication to loading to final delivery point mitigates the risk
of a part being lost in the process.

ON-SITE CONSULTATION
Our qualified and experienced engineers manage and oversee site activities. By focusing on
both quality and productivity, we successfully coordinate our site activities to ensure seamless
project progress and execution, while creating and maintaining a safe work environment.

On-site consultation services
Site visits and inspections to verify quality of works | Meeting with relevant teams | Preparation
of rigging studies to ensure safe installation and/or erection of buildings

INSTALLATION
We pride ourselves in quick site establishment and flexibility, with installations ranging in size
from a few tons to more than 1000 ton jobs. We have the capability to provide on-site painting
of erected structures, resulting in a uniform final product and peace of mind. Planning and
execution of installation already take place during the design and detailing phase of the project,
therefore ensuring ease of erection and mitigation of risk.

Our delivery
By combining industry leading workmanship with our in-house developed standards, we deliver
fully functional and aesthetically pleasing buildings of the highest quality.

FEATURED PROJECTS
SAB

ROSSLYN

JTC was appointed for the design and detailing of the PEB
structures for a 13 000 m2 new pack line and PRM warehouse
at the SAB Rosslyn plant in South Africa.
The most challenging part of this project was to ensure that
the new structures tie in with existing buildings. In addition,
erection of steel had to be sequenced and executed without
influencing existing bottling operations in other pack lines.
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SAB ROSSLYN
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LUBUMBASHI

JTC was appointed for the design and detailing of
PEB structures as well as overall project management
and on-site consultation for this project. Main area for
anchor tenant has clear spans that exceeds 30 m.

STORAGE FACILITY

RWANDA

JTC was appointed for the structural engineering
services as well as fabrication, supply and on-site
consultation of two storage warehouses for HQ
Power in Rwanda.

